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Yesterday's Campus was scuttled by the untimely failure of a high
voltage
power source in our phototypesetter. We regret any inconvenienc
e, and
hope the meatiness of today's issue is adequate atonement.
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vol. XCVIII no. VIII

The University of Main! at Orono student newspaper since 1875

Friday, January 24, 1986

Conway/Sorenson weather impeachmew vote •
by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate
voted down a resolution
Wednesday accusing the
Conway-Sorenson administra—
tion of wrongdoing by a more
than 20 vote margin, with six
abstentions.
--The senate voted-321910 kill
by roll-call the impeachment
resolution during its three-hour
meeting.
Paul Conway, president of
student government, conceded
to the capacity crowd in Nutting
Hall that there were mistakes
made during his term, but said
he had worked hard to communicate with all sectors of the,
UMO community.
• Conway referred to his project aimed at distributing U.S.

flags to students attending the
UMO — Sokol-Kiev hockey
game, in late December. He said
the project was disorganized,
and as a result some of the flags
were given to lion-students attending the game, which had
not been approved by the student senate.
The impeachment resolution,
sponsored by Off-Campus
Senator Mike Nordman, charged the executive branch with:

the bylaws of the General Student Senate.
In reference to the resolution
before the floor during his allotted time, Vice President Jon
Sorenson asked, "This is the
kind of thanks I get for the 40
hours a week that I've put into
(student senate)?
"Tonight you're going to vote
on if I'll be here next week. And
I'd appreciate your support,"
Sorenson said.

the resolution, sponsored by
Off-Campus Senator Sandra
Noble.

Sorenson was unable to make
a statement on his behalf while
he was in control of the floor.
The student senate voted 24-17
to place Sorenson's name on the
impeachment resolution a second time before it voted to kill
it.

The friendly amendment was
accepted by Nordman, who
sponsored the resolution for impeachment. Nordman was the
only senate member who could
change the resolution in accorAfter the votes had been
dance with student government . tabulated, some member
s of the
_
rules.
crowd complained that the
votes should have been handlHowever, some members of
ed using secret ballots, enabling
the senate expressed concern
senators to vote their conscience
about portraying Sorenson as a
instead of voting for the record,
bystander, adding that even
they said.

it

— Failing to provide the most — Within
minutes, the senate
.effective use of student money. was
off on a debate to assess
— Violating provisions for
whether Vice President Jon
equal voting rights for all - Sorens
on should be excluded though Conway and
Sorenson
students.
from the impeachment resolu- may have disagre
ed
on some
After thc senate -meeting,
Exercising powers of the 'non:The debate
was more than - issues, it would be a mistake to Conway said he
was not surprisother branches of student
30 minutes long and resulted in___a&suine.-that,Sorehsonhas-acted --ed-by-the-voring i est,'is, stating
gOvet nment.
the senate's passage of a so- as Conway's
puppet in the that those who complained the
— And with failing to uphold
called "friendly amendment" to administration.
most were in the minority.

Education leadership questioned by Hayes -sibby Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer

can get appropriations requests before
the legislature without the governor's approval, said Cheever, but the bill is more
likely to pass with Brennan's support.

The UMaine board of trustees is not
serving the best interests of the university, a former state senator said.
"The trustees have the opportunity to
UMO Professor Kenneth Hayes, who
go before the sappropriations commitserved on the state's education committee," said Hayes, "but they don't make
tee, said the BOT does not follow the ora really good effort to persuade the comdinary political process for getting
mittee to restore funds cut by the
funds, and by doing so the board is not
governor.
fulfilling
its
"The chancellor
responsibilities.
should do lobbying.
Most government
His role should be to
agencies will try to
provide a linkage betregain any budget cuts
ween the university and
made by the governor
the political process,"
when their requests go
Hayes said. "Instead
before the Joint Stanthe present chancellor
ding Committee on
allows Trustee Severin
Appropriations and
Beliveau to be the
Financial Affairs or are
link."
presented for vote,
Hayes said part of
Hayes said. Rather
the problem is that the
than follow this promembers of the apcess, he said, the BOT
propriations commitand Chancellor Patrick
tee do not respect
McCarthy simply "let
McCarthy, and he acts
the governor's recomvery defensively when
mendation ride" and
he appears before
support the governor's
them.
suggestion instead of
The BOT might get
lobbying the legislature
better funding for the
for more funds.
UMaine system if it
On the other hand,
were
better respected
"There were always a
David Cheever, press
by the legislators, he
secretary for Gov.
few who thought the
said.
Joseph Brennan, said
The BOT's recent
board of trustees were
the chancellor and the
five-year plan upset
jerks .
BOT are doing their
many
legislators,
jobs well.
Hayes said, but it is not
He said it would not
likely to effect how
be in the best interest
they vote on funding
of the BOT to lobby the legislature, but
for the UMaine system.
rather it is better if it supports Brennan's
recommendation.
"There were always a few who thought
the board of trustees were jerks; the onThe governor's support of a budget rely difference is.that now the leaders are
quest is important because if he does not
getting in on the act," Hayes said.
like the bill, he may vcio it after it passes
Fifteen years ago, higher education
in the legislature, Cheever said. The BOT
received about 15 percent of the state

-

budget, iiayes said, but today it receives • Cheeve
r said that in the past five to
only eight percent. Even though the ac- seven
years, the percentage of the budget
tual amount of money it receives is higher
education has been receiving each
higher than it was in 1970, the percen- year has
grown more than in any other
tage decrease has left the universities state in the
country. He said this is
underfunded, Hayes said. In recent
because Maine has to catch up for the
years, institutions such as prisons have last 15
years of underfunding.
been getting greater increases in funding
"Of course (the Brennan administrathan the universities, he said. Greater tion)
would have liked to have done
lobbying by the BOT may have worked
more, but we are proud of what we have
to lessen this uneven growth.
done," Cheever said.

Senior Celebration plans
AlipAti of schedule
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer

"The class, the myth, the
legend" was the most popular class
theme among seniors who returnThis is the first year that most
ed the ballot. Other themes being
of the plans for Senior Celebration
considered are "The class, in I986"
have been formalized and nearly
and "We made our mark."
completed this early in the school
Sorenson said the final decision
year, the presion the theme will
dent of Senior
be made and put
Council
said
in
the
next
Wednesday.
newsletter, which
Jon Sorenson .
will be printed
said, "we started
after Feb. 1
planning earlier
"We've gotten
(this year). We
1 50
give a lot of
(ballots) back,
credit to last
and we sent out
year's negotia2,500;
" Sorentions. It made
son said. "We'll
things easier and
still accept them
smoother for
until
Feb. 1."
Jon Sorenson
us."
A design of a
bear's paw has
Last semester's
been made to
seniors were sent a newsletter from
possibly accompany the chosen
the council with possible choices
theme.
for the class gift, theme and com"We're leaning towards this
mencement speaker.
because we want to show that the
The most popular item in the
class has left an imprint on the
class gift category was a flagpole,
university," said Sorenson. The
which would be erected in front of
Fogler Library.
(see CELEBRATION page 2)
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*Celebration
design wilt probably be used unless "someone comes up with something better," he said,
The Senior Celebratial will take place
on the junior varsity baseball field. The
Field House will be reserved for use in
case of rain.
"This is also the first time that the
Field House has been approved this early," he said.
Three bands, The Buffalos, The Inspectors and Cornerstone, were scheduled to play at the celebration. But Sorenson said there might be problems with
The Buffalos becaus-.• the group has
broken up. The Senior Council may
book the group that has formed with the
former leader of The Buffalos, he said.
This year's celebration will feature
regular beer in addition to low alcohol
beer, which was the only alcoholic

(continued from page 1)

beverage available last year. The beer will
be sold this year from 1 to 5 p.m., a
change from last year when it was sold
only between 4 and 5 p.m.
All carbonated drinks, juices and all

-

"The class, the myth, the legend" was the most
popular class theme among seniors who returned the
ballot."

food provided at
event, such as hamburgers and hotdogs, will be supplied
free of charge by Residential Life.
Security people will prevent anyone
from taking alcohol into the event or attending the celebration if they show signs
of having already consumed a considerable aMount of alcohol.

BLOOM COUNTY

The commencement speaker has not
been confirmed yet, Sorenson said.
"Lee Iacocca said no, and Vice President George Bush couldn't confirm until six to eight weeks before the event,
which is too late. We%e sent an information package to Peter Ueberroth (Major
League Baseball commissioner and
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

coordinator of the 1984 Summer Olympics in Los Angeles), and if his reply is
negative we'll go for Ted Turner," he
said.
Plans for the Senior Formal are still
being finalized. The council is also still
trying to get a date confirmation on the
Prince of Fundy cruise ship for a
24-hour cruise, Sorenson said.
Libby Bizier, Senior Formal Committee co-chairwoman, said student
response to this idea has not been very
positive because some people were not
comfortable with the overnight aspect
of
the cruise.
"We're trying to book it as something
)you can go to with a friend or by
yourself, and stay up all night," she
said.
The band Legend has been tentatively confirmed to play from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Somebody and the Unknowns are
also willing to play, possibly -from 3 or
4Lin. to 5 a.m., she said. SOreition said
the council will know within a week
whether or not it will be possible to
charter the Prince of Fundy.
If the cruise ship is used, Bizier said,
the first 100 people to buy tickets will be
given complimentary champagne in their
cabins. Also, to kickoff ticket sales, a
happy hour from 7 to 9 p.m. is tentatively scheduled for Thursday, Jan. 30 at
Yianni's Pizza Pub and Seafood.
Other Senior Week events that are being planned are Senor Day at the Bounty Tavern, Senior Night on the Town;
and the renting the Bangor Mall Ciner_tu
for movies for seniors, Sorenson said.

Classifieds
Guitar Lessons, On campus location. All
styles, eill-Jfrew:.--irad: chords: Ten week
—

course begMing Ihebruary 4th. 549.00 includes everything. 581-4300
-ORIENLAL RUGS: Numerous new and antique scatter-size rugs and kilim. All wool.
hand-knotted, excellent condition. 550 $4 50, Call 945-9655.
(lassifieds are 51.50 for the first !news words and
10 cents for each additional word per di,
.N11.011.
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There remains just one important position tofill in the advertising department at the DAILY
MAINE CAMPUS. It isfor anyone interested in performing advertising production work. The hours
would fluctuate between 8:30
and noon or so. This is a paid
position.
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Anyone interested should contact Marc Denoncourt, Suite 7A
Lord Hall. Weekdays before 3:30
p.m.
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The whistle on the roof of the Steam Plant quietly awaits reactivation. It's
"beautiful sound" may not be soon forthcoming due to concern with costs and
excessive noise.
(Hawkins photo)

Steam plant whistle
to remain dormant
By Rebecca Sfitiffi
Staff Writer

I.

and the complaints about the noise when
the whistle was blown, he decided to reject Duffett's request.
Johnson's letter replying to Duffett
A student recently requested that the said that it would cost a few dollars a day
university resume blowing the currently to blow the whistle plus there would be
idle steam plant whistle, but UMO Presi- maintenance and possible replacement
dent Arthur Johnson rejected the request _costs. The cost, according to Duffett,
because of the cost and the amount of would be closer to 50 cents a day.
noise it produces.
Duffett said he calculated the cost
Wayne Duffett, a sophomore civil from a book which said it would take 50
engineering major, wrote a letter—fiF--pot
—iret of coal to operate the whistle for
Johnson requesting the whistle be blown one minute.
Monday thro-ugh Saturday-at. noon.'Up-After reducing the amount Of time the
until a few years ago, the steam whistle whistle would be blown to 10 seconds,
was blown every Wednesday at noon, and converting the coal to the energy
Duffett said.
equivalent in oil, Duffett said at today's
"I think the steam whistle makes a oil price the whistle would cost 50 cents.
beautiful sound," said Duffett, "and irMaintenance and replacement costs
is a tradition that should not be forgot- are also disputed by Duffett. He said
ten."
there would be very little maintenance
He said that historically steam necessary and since all it takes is a pull
whistles have signified that it is lunch of a chain to activate the whistle, operatime and "that the town's livelihood is tion costs are minimal. As for possible
still alive and working."
replacement costs, Duffett said it is
Duffett wrote the letter to Johnson unlikely that the university would wear
after his request met with mixed reac- out the whistle.
tions at the steam plant.
"In fact, if the university used the
During a visit to the steam plant, Duf- whistle enough to wear it out, I would
fett and Harland Spencer, a supervisor buy it a new one," he said.
at the plant, tested the whistle and
"I think the noise is a more significant
discovered that it still worked, Duffett factor than the cost," Johnson said.
said.
Since the whistle is loud, people might
Spencer agreed that the whistle should complain about the noise, he said.
be blown, but later was overruled
by Richard McCubrey, superintendent of
heating, ventilation, and air conditionOrono IJMO Area
ing, Duffett said.
New deluxe rooms, paritally furJohnson said Tuesday he likes the idea
nished, heat & lights included.
of the whistle — he would like to hear
Call for appointment now.
it playing the Stein Song everyday at
945-0980 days, 827-5377 evenings.
noon — but after getting a report from
Facilities Management about the costs

DR. RECORDS ASKS:

There has been no documentation of
authorization and "hardly any need" for
an Atari home computer purchased for
the Off-Campus Board office under interim president David Webster.
Sarah Massengill, current OCB president, said it was unclear why the $2,000
computer was purchased, since most of
the computer work done by OCB can be
accomplished on the personal computers
at Fogler Library with little difficulty.
"The computer was purchased from
Dennis Hutchins, who was secretary (of
OCB) under David Webster," she said.
It was purchased from Hutchins, who
is a computer salesman, Massengill said.
A contract that was subsequently signed isy Webster and Hutchins came with
the computer, but it had not received the
approval of Student Legal Services or the
student senate, yi ich Massengill said
was normal pro4iure.
When contacted about the contract,
Jamie Eves, office manager of Student
Legal Services, said he could make no
comment.
Webster, who became interim president following the departure of Glenn
Go -said the whole board was M favor
of the purchase at the time, but that
"people change."—
Calling it a "capital investment,"
Webster said money to buy the computer
came out of the fall 1985 budget, since

the OCB did not spend much of the
.budgeted money for that semester.
It did not decrease the amount of
money available for the spring semester,
he said.
The computer was needed for accounting purposes and "data retrieval," for
filing documents, he said.
"I was the chairman of the procedures
committee in the student senate for three
years," he said. "I know the rules as.
well as, or better than, anyone. I know
who's authorized to do what."
Webster said there was no conflict of
interest in buying the computer from
Hutchins, since Hutchins had resigned
as secretary at the time of the purchase.
"There were two dealers in Maine, one
in Westbrook and one in Bucksport. I
know the guy in _Westbrook and didn't
feel he was a good deal," Webster
said.
Massengill said Hutchins had agreed
to help OCR resell the computer, but in
the meantime it was not being used and
was being stored at Student Legal
Services.
"Even Peter Nielsen, editor of Headcheese is unable to use the computer,"
she said. "Without a $300 program it
can't be used. It is not compatible with
the equipment at The Maine Campus
where the production work is done."
Headcheese is the OCB newspaper.
"Right now it doesn't look like we will
be able to sell it. We're stuck with a computer," she said.
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cassettes and compact discs?
you are if you're shopping for music anywhere else!
Compact Discs... $12.99
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Thousands of quality used LP's
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Fate of recreation fee to be decided by vote
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
A mandatory $15 sports recreation fee
which would eliminate single sport
passes and per use charges will be put
to a referendum in February.
David Ames,. assistant director of
athletics and recreational sports, said,
the fee would be "a fair taxing system,
it's something available to everybody,
promoting health which is something the
university _wants."
The $15 fee would be charged to all
students taking at least six credits. Ames

if

GET YOUR
FUTURE OFF
THE GROUND

-

_

Imagine the thrill of
flying a jet aircraft! Air
Force ROTC offers you
leadership training and
an excellent start to a
career as an Air Force
pilot. It_you have what it
takes, check out Air
Force ROTC today.
Call:
Captain Suarez
581-1381
AIR FORCE
ROTC
Gateway to a g'at way of We.

_ V _—_.....-_

said the faculty, staff and general public
would continue to be charged as under
the present system.
The yearly charge would entitle
students to use, free of charge, the weight
rooms, Wallace Pool and Alfond Arena
during open hours. The racquetball and
squash courts and intramural entry fees
would be eliminated.
Ames said, for those activities still requiring charges, equipment rental and
aerobics classes, the cost to the student
would be lowered.
Pool director Alan Switzer said, "For
the semester it's a bigger initial cost but
more students would use the facilities,
and the more the better."
Barbara Shane, a philosophy and
sociology major, said, "I have a swim
pasc 1:41.appreciate being able to use all
the facilities with some sort of pass. I'm
not sure a mandatory fee is the way to

way behind in auxiliary fees. The sports
fees are ridiculously low."

Jon Sorenson, student government
vice president, said the General Student
Senate was originally presented with
three options; a mandatory fee, an optional fee and the current system.

"I'm not a supporker," Soren
son
said. "But when there is I`need it has
to
be addressed, down the road operat
ing
costs are going to go up."
Ames said the fee was a way to have
everybody pay their fair share, compared
to the student activity fee.

It was thought that having three options on the referendum would not produce a clear-cut winner, he said. The
senate drew up the referendum to contain only the mandatory fee and the current system.
Switzer said, "Right now we're
fighting to keep costs down. In most
campuses you'll find a fee."
Sorenson said a survey of the other
five New England state universities
revealed that only Connecticut did not
have some_sort of mandatory athletic
fee.
Ames said, "Maine has always been

Mike Riley, an art major, said, "I
think it's discrimination against those
people who don't have the time to use
the gym."
Pearl Littlefield, a civil engineering
major, said, "I think it's basically a good
idea, but to me it's oriented against those
peopte who live off campus. As it is I'd
probably vote no."
Sorenson said that even if the Mandatory fee wins in-reTerendum, ifhas
be approved by President Arthur
Johnson and the board of trustees.

Tribal veto may save Maine from waste sites
Iv Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
4
Maine's weather and geology are unsuitable for a nuclear waste site according to. Judy_ Kany, chairwoman
Maine's Advisory Commission on
_
Rarlinactive waste.
"I don't think there is any question
that Maine weather and geology are bad

DeGrasse Jewelers
:5-Mill St. Orono
866-4032

50%off
Cranberry Hill Gemstone
Jewelery with this coupon!

Napoli's
154 Park St.
866-5505
Napoli's will be

go. If they upped the charge to $50 and
made it optional, it might be better."

for a high-level nuclear waste site,"
Although Kany said she believed the
said the Maine state senator.
geologist, she also said that there have
Kany, D-Kennebec, said in a "Speakbeen no actual studies done proving the
up" program sponsored by Focus in the
allegations
Memorial Union Wednesday, that a
According to Kany, the geologist said
team formed by Gov.-Joseph Brennan
fractures in Maine's granite layer may
was researching Maine's geology.
allow water to reach a storage area Which
__ This tvcifflikal review team w-as-formcould endanger the water supply. "A maed in November 1980 when the Departjor problem discussed by Kany and
ment of Energy announced that it was
Demkowicz was that of transporting the
looking at areas with crystalline rock in
waste to Maine.
which to deposit half of the nation's
Kany said that for about 40 years
high-level nuclear waste, Kany said.
several truck or train loads a day would
Two repositories, or waste storage 'be
transported to the site.
areas, are to be chosen by.the DOE, she
A definite method of transportation
said. The DOE is considering, for the
has yet to be determined.
first repository, only rock types of salt
"If we get out of this, we will be able
and volcanic -rock, which includes the
to thank the Maine Indians," Kany
states of A'ashington, Texas and Nevada.
said.
For the second respository, which inThe Penobscot and Passamaquoddy
cludes Maine's granite, the DOE is conIndians have recent treaties with the
sidering crystalline rock and is looking
federal government which could disat two sites in Maine and one in New
qualify the Northern Maine area, she
Hampshire, Kany said.
said.
There still may be a problem with this
One of the Maine sites under consolution because the Maine government
sideration is a 92-square-mile area in
has not yet fully implemented the setHancock and Penobscot Counties.
tlements with the Indians, she said.
The other site is a 385 square mile site
located mostly in Cumberland County.
Kany'said the best answer would be
Both Kany and Demkowicz stated that
to wait on a dump site because a better
they had been convinced by Maine's sta,..
method of storing the fuel, which must
geologist Walter Anderson that Maine
be kept separate from the population was inappropriate for a waste site which
and food chain for 10,000 years, could
would be located underground and conbe found in the future.
tain up to 70,000 metric tons of highIn 1991 the DOE will recommend five
level nuclear waste.
finalists to the president.
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House speaker stresses need
for financially healthy UMO
by Ned Porter
Kelly Mullins
Staff Writers

UMO enrollment and dispersion of its
College of Education among other
schools in the system.

"The report has been negative, not onMaine's speaker of the House said
ly
to (this) university but to the trustees
Thursday he agrees with the Visiting
Committee's report that the UMaine and the institutions and it didn't need to
be," he said.
system needs improvement, but not at
the expense of UMO.
Martin and Rep. Stephen Bost, D"The report, though low key, had the Orono, are
co-sponsoring a bill which
right recommendations. If you want a
would assure that the legislature reviews
fine university, you have got to pay," qualificatio
ns for the new chancellor.
Rep. John Martin, D-Eagle Lake, told an
audience at UMO's North Bangor
"Right now we have a problem" comLounge.
municating with the chancellor, he said.
"Democrats and Republicans have to "This review would be an, interim
make some kind of `down payment,
solution.
said Martin, wfjp will be a gubernatorial
"The legislature should stay Out Of the
candidate in this November's election.
busine
ss of universities,
- "lie said."
The committee _recommended $15
million in state funding during the first
Turning to other topics, Martin said
year to strengthen the UMaine system. he was
opposed to the selection of Maine
Addressing the board of trustees as a site for
a nuclear waste dump.
report, Martin said, "I'm not sure how
"The Sebago site is going to be removyou can teach a master's in education ed from consid
eration," he said. "The
when you remove the undergraduate pro- granite is shallo
w and there are 350 wells
gram. I would not support it at this in the area"
point. I'd have to be convinced."
Springfield may make the final list or
The ROT called for, a decrease in sites likely to
be chosen, he sad, "but

st said
1- tiny
Which
'A may and
ing the

those (people) in Springfield who opposed the sale to the Indians will forever be
grateful because the Indians have veto
power."
, Other Democratic candidates for
governor scheduled to speak Thursday
afternoons this semester are DOM Redmond, Sen. G. William Diamond (DWindham), Attorney General James
Tierney, and Severin Beliveau, a member
of the UMaine board of trustees.

5

— Hov, to adjust to technological
change and prepare for the 21st century.
Hayes also said changes are needed in
the relationship between government
and education.
"New technology and the different
role of education in both retraining and
training people is an issue that we haven't
begin to address in this state," he said.

"The legislature should stay out of
the business of universities."
--Rep. John Martin
Ken Hayes, a UMO political science
professor and former state senator, said
the primary is a type of beauty contest
based on personalities instead of issues.
Hayes said some issues that need to
be -addressed by the candidates are: —
— How to fund higher education.
— Development of a uniform policy
toward economic development and
financial incentives for growth.
-UM

[he Politically Speaking series is
sponsored by the Memorial Union.
People who attend the program will
be able to ask candidates how they feel
about the university system, said David
Rand, the Union's director. Although all the scheduled sp
-eakers
are Democrats, Rand said if he is contacted by Republican Party candidates he
could also schedule for them to speak.
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$3.00- Off Hourly Rentals
Monday - Thursday
OPEN-7-DAYS A -WEEK
Noon - Midnight
(Until 2:00 a.m. Friday & Saturday)
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SUPERBOWL SPECIALS
Maine's Speaker of the House John Martin, D-Eag
le Lake, said he
supports improvements to the UMaine system hut
not at UMO's expense.
(Warren photo)

NOW OPEN

d five

POUND
THE BEARS
A

TROPICAL

BUD POUNDERS

SUN TANNING

HAIR HUT
Turn right on Stillwater Ave., 3 mi. straight from McDonald's
; Main
Rd.„Wilford.
OPEN' M-F
8p.m. (hair)
M-F 'till 9p.m. (twining) 827-6723'

A

(16 oz. bottles & cans)

SALON
A bit tropical with a touch of class. We help to create that ultimate
year round tan. Our bed has a built in body fan, facial tanner, and
Pioneer AM/PM cassette player for total relaxation and comfo
rt.
The Hair Hilt, the latest in hair design. Gary, Tonda, and JoAnn arc
--anxious to work with you to give you the new hairstyle of-your
choice
or update your present style.

with

$3.52

plus

tax & dep.

ALSO
Lite
12 oz. bottles & cans

$3.28
plus tax & dep.

Blatz
12/12 oz. cans
Coors & Coors Light

plus tax & dep.

12/12 oz. bar bottles

plus tax & dep.

$3.59
$11.76

Plenty of Cold Kegs
for
Superbowl Sunday
0
-pen 'til 1:00 a.m. every night

,
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World/U.S. News
Business tax reform bill Philippine President Marcos
may effect consumers
defends his war record

AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)— PizA*,parlors and vending-machine
companies would pay more in state
taxes under Gov. Joseph E. Brennan's campaign to close tax
loopholes, the governor's budget
chief said Thursday.
Finance Commissioner Rodney
L. Scribner, outlining the remaining components of Brennan's plan
to raise more than $12 million for
his
legislative
package,
acknowledged that the businesstax changes are likely_ to be felt
beyond the enterprises they directly
affect.

current budget cycle in June 1987.
The proposal would shift the
basis for the tax from the price that
the vending company pays for the
product to the retail price, as it is
for other products. Currently, by
being taxed only on the price of
their inventory, the companies pay
only about 3 percent of the retail
price, Scribner said.
Another change, which would
raise an estimated $865,000, is aimed at clarifying which types of
food are subject to the sales tax.
Currently, the sales tax is levied
on restaurants and other
ettablisbments., that permit

!4, The latest proposals, which will,
ft-quire a final'review by Brennan,are less lucrative than the tax
changes that the administration
-unveiled earlier this week which
would affect out-of-state residents
who work in Maine and in-state insurance companies.

with the presence Of kpidiic bench
or even a trash can considered prosuch activity. But
establishments that sell prepared
food without offering such
facilities are-not taxed.
-

One would change the way that
the states 5-percent sales tax is applied to itemc 4014_4n._.vending
machines, to raise an estimated
$1.2 million through the end of the

The administration's proposal
would extend the tax to any food
-for-immediate consumption, sun
as a pizza or a salad from a salad
bar.

Akliii**de 1*mises.

L8tA Market
Mill Street, Orono
866-2551
Coke & Diet Coke mmmmmmmmm

2 liters

Coke & Diet Coke mmmmmmmmm
6/12 oz. cans

Busch & Natural Light
12/12 oz. cans

mi. $1.19
plus tax & dep.

No $1.99
plus tax & dep.

$4.49
plus tax & dep.

Old Milwaukee & Schaefer...m.1mm ====
12/12 oz. cans

Carlo Rossi (All Flavors)

MANILA, Philippines(AP) — President Ferdinand E. Marcos said Thursday he will ignore the "crazy individuals" who question the war record
on which he built his political career.
He made the comment in a campaign
speech to a crowd that included many
World War II veterans, after The New
York Times published an article citing
U.S. Army investigations that found his
claims of leading guerrillas against the
Japanese to be "fraudulent."

His war record is so important to Marcos that he talked about it in nearly every
interview and speech, and in 1982 closdOWit-a neWspaper-that-prirued ar_
-Tif ifs Thursday eiltion5, The limes. tik
it.
cited400 pages of Army reports on_Marcos' military career. The reports said
He says he suffered five war wounds
Ang Mag Maharlike, the guerrilla group
he says he led, "never existed" as a and tells war stories in his campaign
fighting organization and was not con- speeches for the Feb. 7 election, in which
he is opposed by Corazon Aquino,
trolled adequately "because of the deserwidow
of assassinated opposition leader
tion
of
commanding
its
Benign() Aquino.
officer—Marcos.

Hormel strikers arrested
in
AUSTIN, Minn.(AP) — Strikers attempting to block entry to the Hormel
meatpacking plant were dragged from
their cars and -arrested Thursday, while-the two sides in the dispute met separately with a factfinder it the governor's
urging.
Mower County Sheriff Wayne Goodnature said eight people were arrested by
police for parking their cars on Interstate
90, used by local officials and the National Guard to bring workers to the
strike-torn Geo. A. Hormel & Co. plant.
Goodnature said about 25 cars slowed to a crawl near the Hormel off ramp,
and several stopped and turned off their
engines.

plus tax & dep.

1.5 liters

$2.29
plus tax

Orono - UMO Area

Beat the Below Zero
Blues in Bermuda
Win a FREE trip to Bermuda
for you and a friend
Ti4ets available in the Memorial Union, Cafeterias
and from Beta Theta Pi and Delta Delta Delta
members

All proceeds will be donated to the
Ben United Way AAA

The president, now 68 years old, is
said here to have won 28,' 32 or 33
medals, depending on the Philippine
government report accepted. He is
described here as the most decorated
soldier of the war and claims more
honors than Gen. Douglas MacArthur,
who directed the Allied war in the
Pacific.

New deluxe efficiencies, partially
furnished, heat & lights included.
Call for appointment now.
945-0980 days, 827-5377 evenings.

Police shattered windows in two of the
cars when occupants locked the doors,
Goodnature said, and one person was
treated for minor injuries from broken

glass.

Gov. Rudy Perpich, who dispatched
800 National Guardsmen to the scene
earlier in the week, stepped into the
dispute between the company and
strikers for the second time in as many
weeks, calling a meeting with a neutral
fact finder.
State officials hoped the talks would
break an impasse in the 51/2-month
strike which has led to scattered violence
since Monday, when replacement
workers began taking strikers' jobs.
The arrests outside the plant cast a
pall over the meeting in St. Paul.
Goodnature said two National Guard
armored personnel carriers were on the
scene to handle a blockade in the event
that large trucks were used by the union.
But he said the armored vehicles were
not needed, and Guardsmen did not
assist in the arrests.

INTtl/FSTI'D IN SINGING-1NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Join the University Chorus! The
class meets in Room 217 in Lord Hall
at 12:10 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. One hour credit is
available.

For further
information call

Sponsored by Beta Theta Pi and
Delta Delta Delta

581-1240.
_]I=111[
IMI
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NEWS BRIEFS
their beds, and others escaped by
breaking windows, tying bedsheets
together and lowering themselves
to the ground. Several leaped to
their deasiti from the 10-story Siddharth Continental Hotel, which is
near the airport in the upperclass
Vasant Vihar suburb, fire officials
said.
AbOut half the victims were
foreigners but names were not
released pending notification of
relatives, police said.
Police filed preliminary charges
of negligence against the management of the five-star hotel.
Many guests said they never
heard a fire alarm and groped their
way in the dark through blistering
heat and dense, acrid smoke.

Extradition of Maine man
waits until after appeals
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AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)- A
former Portland man on
Nebraska's death row and wanted
in Maine as a murder suspect may
not return to this state for trial until his appeals in Nebraska are
. exhausted.
Gov. Joseph E. Brennan is being urged by his legal counsel and
Attorney General James E. Tierney
to delay extradition of John
Joubert on murder charges in
Maine.
Joubert was arrested in January
1984 in connection with the deaths
of two Bellvue, Neb., boys, who
were killed while he was stationed
at Offut Air Force Base in
Nebraska. He was indicted recently by a Cumberland County grand
jury in the 1982 stabbingstrangulation death of Richard
Stetson, 11, of Portland.

Death involved, man gels
drunk driving sentence
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) Ronald F. Zimmerman, 26, of
Malden, Mass., was sentenced
Thursday for drunken driving after
the mother of a Portland woman
struck and killed by Zimmerman's
truck appealed to the judge that
the death be considered in his
sentence_
Zimmerman had been charged
with manslaughter after the June
8 accident in which Kathleen
Fickett, 28, was killed as she was
walking along the Franklin
Arterial, the charge was dismissed
after a grand jury refused to indict
Zimmerman, a decision the pro-

New Dehli fire guts hotel,.
at Teat 38 peopTe killed
NEW DEHLI, India (AP)Fire raged through a luxury hotel
before dawn Thursday, killing at
least 38 people, Indian officials
said. One American was among
the dead, and 38 people were
hospitalized.
Some victims were found in

Navy aircraft carriers will be conducting flight operations off the
Libyan coast during the next week,
sources said Thursday.
The sources, all of whom agreed
to discuss the matter only if not
identified, confirmed the U.S. 6th
Fleet had used international
notification procedures on
Wednesday to inform the air traffic control facility at Tripoli,
Libya, of "carrier flight operations" within its area of control.
The notice specifies that "carrier
flight operations" will be conducted between Jan. 24 and Jan.
31. Because of the time difference
between the United States and the
Mediterranean, the operations
could begin at 7 p.m. EST tonight.

secutor said may have resulted
from the terstimony that the victim had been walking in the middle of the road.

Classes canceled
for apartheid talks
The Associated Press
Students at Dartmouth College
and the University of New Hampshire ended occupations. of administration buildings after school
authorities agreed to cancel classes
for teach-ins on apartheid and
related issues.
Dartmouth called off Friday's
classes for a campuswide discussion of racism. The move followed several days ofunrest, inCluding
the 30-,hour, overnight sit-in and a
sledgehammer attack on shanties
built on the college green as antiapartheid symbols.
At the University of New
Hampshire at Durham, students
ended their 18-hour overnight occupation after President Gordon
Haaland met with student
representatives an,d agreed to hold
a teach-in sometime next month.

For a future
with
a professional
team. . .
...check out Air Force
ROTC. It you're in nursing
school, you may be eligible
for a scholarship. Air Force
nursing opportunities are
unlimited - it all depends on
you. Contact:
Captain Suarez
5E31-1 38 1

U.S. notified Libya of
carrier flight operations
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
United States, in what appears to
be a thinly veiled warning to Libya,
has notified civilian air traffic officials that fighter planes- from

AIII
ROTC
G.110..Xy to a g,..41 way of life

If You Need A Free Ride
LOOK FOR THE
NEW SCHEDULE
NEXT WEEK!

Clip This Out

Don't Drink And Drive

•

late ni ht local
Not For Drinkers Only
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1.
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on the
event
union.
s were
Id not

-"Last-Callv
-approx. 1 a.m.Mill St., Orono

Union
Oxford
Cumberland
Mem. Cym
Hancock
Campus Corner
York
Maples
Penobscot
Frat. Circle
FIJI
Mill St.
Union

SHORT RUNS AT 8&d0 & 12
8:00
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
:00, :30
:oo. :30 slo,'.,-m-r-7-•••-4grmr---Igo;- 30
:03, :33 :04, :34
:05, :35
:07, :37

:03, :33
:04. :34
:05, :35
:07, :37

:03, :33
:04, :34
:05, :35
:07, :37

:03, :33
:04, :34
:05, :35
:07, :37

:12, :42
:13, :43
:14,144
:8, :45
:20, :50
:21, :51
:25, :55
:30, :00

:12, :42
:13,4' V
114,144 - ':15, :45
:20, :50
:21, :51
:25, :55
:30, :00

:12, :42
:13, :43
:14, :44
:,8,:45
:26, :50
:21, :51
25, :55
:30, :00

:12, :42
:12, :42
:13, :43
.
:43
:14, :44-'
--14-,-:44
:15, :45 -`
:15, :45
:20, :50
:20, :50
:21, :51
:21, :51
:25, :55
:25, :55
30, :00
:30, :00

:03, :33
:04, :34
:05, :35
:07, :37

t--

SHORT RUN STOPS. LONG RUN CONTINUES TO:

We will honor all
requested stops

Mill St.
95 Park
Place
Oxford
Cumberland
Mem. Gym
TKE
Yianni's
Old Town
Light (main
& center)
Tim's Little
Big Store
Kng's Wok
Union

INN MMMMMMMMMMMM INN MMMMM

:25

:25

30
33
:35
37
:311
:43

30
:33
35
:37
:38
:43

:50

:50

:52
:54
:00

:52
:54
:00

MN I= NM MI

===== EN INN INN

=====

Sponsored by: Substance
Abuse Services with technical
assistance from Student Government.
Van provided by Residential Life.
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JESSICA LOWELL

Editorial

Coping
with

Head banging
T
he members of the UMaine board of
trustees must be banging their heads against
the wall by now. As they prepare for their
next meeting Jan. 27, nothing is going right for
them.
First, they released their "Goals and Strategies"
stateme,nt as the official plan of the UMaine
system. Then, they were almost laughed out of the
state.
UMO President Arthur Johnson, House Majority Leader John Diamond, various state congressmen, and many UMaine professors and staff
members came out against the BOT plan.
Then, Maine lawmakers and education officials
embraced Gov. Joseph Brennan's_ Visiting Committees report, which was released within a month of
the BOT plan.
It seemed as if the BOT decided to come out
with a new plan, thought about it overnight, threw
in some numbers, and published the short and
„
sketchy report the next day.
The plan, released at their last meeting, called
for a cut in undergraduate enrollment from 8,000
to 5,000, an increase in graduate/enrollment to .
2,500 students, and the transfer/of UMO's
undergraduate teacher preparation programs to the
;mailer UMaine campuses. la other words, the- '
BOT wanted to cut from die base of UMO: the
undergraduates. it wanted/ta take a chunk out of_
U MO's College of Education, already strong and
well-established, and spread it over the-'-t. It
wanted to diminish the stature of UMO. _
Representative John Bott, R-Orono, called the

5A rrws

plan "ridiculous and ludicrous." He was right.
Then, as expected, Brennan's Visiting Committee
came out with its own report: a 40-page booklet
written by some of the most knowlegable professionals in the state.
The committee recommended that UMO "be
strengthened as a research and doctoral institution,
befitting its historic role as the state's land-grant
university."
However, it also called for a strengthening of the
undergraduate educational program, contrasting
directly with the BOT plan.
The committee's regard for UMO was made clear
when it recommended that the state change the
name of UMO back to its former name: The University of Maine.
Although there are similarities in the two plans,
the spirits of the documents are worlds away from
eadi 6- th-en-While the BOT plan dismantled the
system's inirkirtant resources, the Visiting Committee's report strengthened the resources by restoring
UMO to its former prominence. Brennan's endorse
ment of the committee's report further hurts the
BOT and its standing in the public. All eyes are to
the committee's report; the BOT plan is lost in
the
shuffle.
Indeed-71W But fias only one 6—
ptiOn
- for its next meeting Jan. 27: accept the committee's report and
use it as the blueprint for the renewal of the university system, with UMO as the flagship
-campus.
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Snobbery
There is a real snobbery among those
who consider themselves to be literati
(N.B. this week's vocabulary builder), or
even discerning readers. They read only
the classics and The New York Times,
-- or they New Yorker. These are the selfsame people that look do-wn theif noses
at some of the best reading there is:
Those so-called supermarket rags. People claim that the tabloids have little
Value. That is maybe half-true. They have
tremendous value. Perhaps not as news
but certainly as entertainment. My
favorite "rag". is the "Weekly World_
News.
waste time with alot of celebrity gossip and other wort-thiess fluff. ft gets right down ltrthe
nitty-gritty. "Judge tells stunned wife:
Your-husband is realty a woman!"
For fans of newswriting style, you will
find that "rags" are the most tightly
edited newspapers there are. Of course
a lot of adjectives are used and that's a
no-no (it tends to play upon the sympathies of the reader), but if you can
.overlook that shortcoming, there's really a lot of great stuff there.
"Alien crew alive after UFO crash!"
"Doctors deliver UFO baby! (Top
Secret!)"
I didn't see anything about this in the
Tunes, The Boston Globe or even in The
Daily Maine Campus. If these respectable publications don't choose to carry
these news items then how will I ever find
out about the man who died after he fell
into the hamburger grinder, or the
worker who suffocated in a pile of
cranberries?
"Dying man's brain put in coma
woman!"
"Badgered husband eats himself to
death!"
"70-year-olds in shotgun wedding!"
The thing that really galls me about
people's attitude toward the paper is they
wouldn't be caught dead buying it, but
if it's around you can't get it away from
them.
"Wife makes hubby live in doghouse!"
(This is one of my personal favorites.)
"Swami- cracks 9t--coconuts over his
head in bizzare rite!"
I have brought issues of the News with
me to the newsroom here. People who
consider themseJves responsible journalists, who ekpress scorn toward
tabloids — well damned if they didn't
read the thing from cover to cover.
This is hypocrisy at its lowest. At least
I have the courage to stand in line and
actually buy the thing. So what if the
checkers_thinlaha_ve three heads and a
large bird perched on each one. I'll get
over it. Who are they, anyway? I bet they
only read The National Enquirer.

Jessiea Lowell is a .s,,nior
forestry/journalism-majorfirm Bosh*,
Mass.
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Response
Disappointed in leaders

when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters w thc editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
tor length, taste and libel

For the past year now, I have
been following the term of student government President Paul
Conway and Vice-president Jon
Sorenson. And after reading
and hearing about what these
two had accomplished, I was
pretty disappointed. But after
reading John B. Turner's letter
to the editor (1/22/86), I feel
that my disappointment may be
unjustified.
propriately emphasized nonMr. Turner refers to Conway
smokers' rights. The points on
and Sorenson's "New Agenda"
health hazards, second-hand (s---alrirvery
respectableTeroTaf- smoke and aesthetics were well jectiv
es. I always thought their
taken-.
objectives were the promotion
Just imagine, we are experien- of their own
self-interests and
cing the first legislation for prowell-being, but apparently I was
tection of unwilling victims
mistaken.
against a universal killer—
Mr Turner also implied that
tobacco smoke.
Mr. Conway and Mr. Sorenson
Let us hope that smok- exhibited profes
sionalism, clariing/non-smoking policies ,for ty, and the
ability to respond to
individual argas evolve as a questions.
I guess I was wrong
result of free, non-threatening to think
that the two were
participation by all interested --undephatitleti-and
tive,
employees.
conniving in their dealings with
•
Ms. Karamazo% and UMO
Harry Bradbury President Arthu
r Johnson.
University of Maine _
President Johnson's letter in
Orono The Bangor Daily NNW
(Dec.

ie

Smoking policies
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To the editor:
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Congratulations to the staff
of the Daily Maine Campus for
the two excellent articles concerning the Work Place Smoking
Policy which appeared in your
paper on Tuesday, Jan. 14.
The front page article gave
excellent coverage of such important points as fair treatment,
confrontation of the employer,
the BureTu cif HealMard contact and the guidelines by Tracy
13igney.
Especially well written for
such a limited amount of space
was the editorial - by -Dawn
Daigle in which she very ap-

IF

To the editor:

28) in regard to Mr. Conway's
earlier comment about President Johnson's lack of
patriotism and disrespect for
the flag stated that "...to have
Conway imply that I would
consider display of the flag on
the caskets of our serAcemen to
be in poor taste is about as lowas anyone I have 'ever known
can go!!"
President Johnson also stated
in the Maine Times(Jan. 3)-that
he was removing Mr. Conway
from his executive committee
unless and until he publicly
apologizes " Rif-his comments'
about Johnson's lack of respect for the-flag. He said, "I 'ye lost confidence in the guy. I don't
like the way he operates!"
My guess is that if President
Johnson had read Mr. Turner's
letter before he said all that, he
would have realized'what a swell
guy Mr. Conway really is and
that he was just kidding when
he said.all those things about
• $
Mr. Turner also stressed thefinancial
responsibilities
necessary to be president and
vice-president, he claims that
Conway-and Sorenson had an
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"excellent fiscal policy?: I guess
my feeling that wasting $600.00
on toy flags that probably ended up in the trash was unwarranted! But that's probably just
my conservative side shining
through.
I wonder how Mr.Turner feels
about the idea of requiring
political candidates to take lie
detector tests before an election
to possibly help the voters to get
a better idea of how the candidates feel about certain issues
and situations. Maybe then we
wouldn't _get stuck_witILAwo
people like Mr. Conway and Mr.
Sorenson again. I'm sure that
Mr. Turner thinks that would be
ridiculous because he hopes the
next two elected can do as fine
a job as Mr. Conway and Mr.
Sorenson did.
In closing, all I can say is that
I am glad their term lasted only one year and that the damage
done by-the two was -restricted
primar
ily to the UMO tom.
munlry and not on .a larger
scale. Mr. Turner is right when
he says to study the candidatcs„-.
,
I offer the same advice!
Bruce Crawford
Old Town

American Red Cross seeks healthy student donors
To the editor:

Maine at Orono (UMO)community are encouraged to
Did you know that approx- donate blood at
the blood
imately 25 percent of all blood drives on campu
s throughout
collected in Maine is donated by the school year.
students?
Alpha Phi Omega and GamThe blood that is needed for ma Sigma(APO
/GSS)sponsor
hospital patients can come from 22 blood
drives each year at
only one source — healthy UMO
and are responsible for
members of the community. All recruiting donor
s and providing
healthy, eligible community volunteers.
membefs in the University of
APO/GSS have received

many questions about donating
blood. Recently, one of the
most common concerns is
,about Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS).
"A common misconception is
that AIDS can be contacted by
donating blood!' said Peter L.
Page, M.D., director of the
American Red Cross Blood Services — Northeast Region.
"This is absolutely false. The

American Red Cross uses only
sterile, non-reusable needles
when drawing blood," he
said.
To donate blood, you must be
at least 18 years of age or older
(17 with signed American Red
Cross parental/guardian consent form), have never had
hepatitis and weigh over 110
pounds.

For information about how
to make a blood donation appointment: call -the American
Red Cross toll-free during
business
hours
at
1-800-442-2053.

Kiriiberly Anne Buck
Co-Chair Gamma Sigma Sigma
Blood Drive

to
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Barnaby G. Thomas

"I coulda been a autha"

rn

.)

S

elf-realization. I arn "a big-Cit. Do not
misunderstand me though — I am not against
any color, gender, religion or political belief.
I just hate stupid people.

r-

it

a

s

It was nbt always thus. At one time I enjoyed having stupid people around. I would read Dear Abby
or Ann Landers and like magic my self-esteem
would grow. "Tell," I would shout at "Cowed" in
Indiana, "your- mother to butt out and do some
growing up yourself." My eyes' would rise in
a
particularly aggravating way when someonewould
declare Joan Collins was an impressive actress,
really.
All this was fine until I realized that my influence
was far too small. I was limited and it depressed
me.
Then I noticed a phenomenon that would change
everything. In bookstores both rich and poor intelligent people would at least leaf though a book
that interested them if not outright buy and treasure
It.

The rda--Utne
-711trierman, Carson, maybe even
Koppel. I would write the book: "People So Stupid
They Deserved to Die."
"Dave," I would chortle, "it's natural selection."
"Johnny," I would snigger, "they will not be
offended — it will be accepted in the National Enquirer!"
"Ted." I would say, gravely, "I respect the
senator but quite frankly I do not -need their
votes."
I began scanning the AP wire articles arid I quickly found my first example: a drunken woman broke
into a carnival one night and attempted to climb up
an elephant's trunk — laughing hysterically all the
way. The elephant, quite naturally frightened, dashed her to the ground and killed her.
The superiority began to change.
Example two was a man snowmobiling on bare
ice — above a dam. The police never estimated the
impact force but the height of the dam was
given

as 60 feet.
I really began to loathe th,esé people.
Another article left me Kort and more
is the pity. A group of people
camping in the Southwest
discovered an aba oned Army base. Somew
here
among the deb they found a few hand
grenades.
They brou .them back to the camp and,
true to
their ge tic breeding, they tossd the
grenades into
the Cir€ Their story fell short because
none of them
aefUally died.
Dreams of starhood on talk shows dimme
d. What
if this was a trend? What if, in answe
r to the
weakness of stupidity, Mother Nature was
creating
human beings who could survive these
sorts of
thhigs?
Still, if I could write a book called_."Peo
pie So
Stupid They Should Die"...
Someone should get Morty on the telephone and_
tell him he can have 40 percent if he gets me a private
dressing room and Paul Shaefer to laugh.
Barnaby Garrison Thomas is a junior bmadcasting Major who sincerely doubts Phil Donahue
would invite him to a panel discussion.

_

-
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Magazine
South African journalist describes chaos
How drugs may improve leader's image
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Donald Woods is a journalist who
originates from South Africa and now
resides in London. Before he left his
homeland, he became editor-in-chief of
the Daily Dispatch in 1965.
Woods' editorial attacks on the policy
of apartheid caused him to be prosecuted seven times in the 12 years he was
editor.
He was arrested in 1977 for publishing
the details of Steve Biko's death, a slain
black leader, and was punished without
legal process.
He visited the UMO campus during
the fall semester to speak for the
Distinguished Leatire Series. Campus
Reporter M.C. Davis turned up at a potluck dinner organized by DLS members
before his scheduled speech.
This is the first of a two-part series
from .that interview.

Woods: I know the guy who wrote it. His
name is Simon Jenkins, the political
writer.

Q: Would you describe him?
Woods: He's a shit.

by
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CLUB CARD
Q: Did you ever meet Steve Biko?

13 movies for $20

Tues. & Wed.
SPECIAL

Woods: I „met Biko in 1974.

3 movies for $5

Q• Dn

Cold Wine • Beer • Kegs
Open 'til 11:30 p.m. Weekdays '
Fri. & Sat. 'til 12:30 p.m.
,
Sun.
11 p.m.
750 Stillwater Ave.
827-5504
AlISK ASK.

$
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knnw Desmond Tutu?

Woods: Oh, I know Desmond very well.
W'hat about President PNV..Botka?
Woods: Yes, I know him well.

)9111K.?MG Alt<?OW MIK AIME

<40.). )410(3420(>INK1

Attention Guardsmen
and Reservists!

Q: According to a news analysis in a
British
publication
called
The Economist
(Nov. 1. 1985),
P.W. Botha is credited with conducting
"a delicate balancing :act" between
right-wing whites and 'blacks in that
country, the article is named,"Bashing
Botha - will make South Africa even
worse."

Q: How do you explain the good press
that Botha's received and the reference
that he is a man with "right-wing
enemies?"
\\roods: He's crazy, a man who's right
o‘er the edge. And what throws journalists off is there are people in South
(see Africa page 13)

SUNDAY CAMPUS WORSHIP
11 a.m. Lown Room, Union

Announcement:

Celebrating Christian unity means: breaking down the ticky tacky,
laughing
at the rules, history is on the side of promise. Jesus knows a better
way...

s
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I ships. The deadline for !!
Broomball
Call 581-1103 for information
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The Maine Christian Association

Tom Chittick, Chaplain
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Reviews of recent records
by Barnaby Garrison Thomas
Music Director at WMEB-FM

.His
itical

OINGO BOINGO "Dead Man's Party"
MCA Records.
_.
Danny Elfman released "So-Lo" as a
display of his writing, singing and production skills — this year the Boingo's
"Dead Man's Party" had nearly cracked the Top 40 society — mostly through
the efforts of Elfman's helmsmanship.
"Weird Science" is the most accessible.
But college radio is milking the rest of
the album with success.

yet. "Malces-Nri Sense At All" is a college radio hit. And it shows detractors
that thrash is not the band's forte. It is
hard to pick favorites here. But
"Wig:' "Flyer" and "Plane" excel.

Gos — it is just too damn cheerful.
There is good with the mediocre: "Walk
Like An Egyptian" and "Different
Light" tend toward the clever.

SILVER CHALICE: "Evil Birds."
X-ES Records.

- •
%.
SIOUXSIE AND TT1E BANS1-161S:
"Cities in Dust" (12" single) Geffen
Records

Anything with Geza X in it catches my
ear. Silver Chalice is a beautiful exercise
in paradox: punquish guitars underpin
sweet, psychedelic vocals. Still, with the
similarities between punk and
psychedelica, as far as inpovation,
perhaps they are well-mated.!`(I Wanna Heir Some)Lies" stands out despite
the lack of truly creative lyrics.

VARIOUS -ARTIST'S: "Lost In The
Stars," A&M Records.

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE:"This Is Big
_Aiidio Dynamite."CBS Records.

press
rence
-wing

right

jouriouth
13)

25,L

Mick Jones(ex-Clash, 101ers) leads his
band through eight songs of the flavor
of "Lost in the Supermarket." In his
classically Beat-poet way, Jones
thematically explores everything from
AIDS to Japan's rising superiority in
electronics. "The Bottom Line" revives
the Clash idea of social commentary
through bass, heavy dance music.

Kurt Weill is probably best known as
the author Of—"Moritat,"(Mac the
Knife) and less known as the co-authur
of "The_ Three Perwy Opera." Now
Hai Willner has modern aftiSts covering
these tunes. Best: Sting with an accordian "Mac the Knife" and Lo—u Reed's
"September Songs."
GRAC;E JONES SLAVE TO THE RHYTH:v

FALCO: "Rock Me Amadeus" (12"
single) A&M records
If anyone should be allowed to exploit
hitizarfifihould be this fellow Austrian.
Falco brings the European cool of "der
Kommissar" to an eight-minute, history
rap on pleasingthe infbrnied !nags* He
even traftW
4611t4Viiil
. 1 le IiiiiWarin the
lyrics. B-side is throbbing "Urban
Tropical.
-"
WALL OF VOODOO: "Seven Days in
-Sammytown" I.R.S. Records
The moving -01—Andy—Priavy to
vocals caused some unpleasant murm rmgs trom traditional Voodoo ans ut
Prieboy has silenced them with one of
the strongest cuts ever: "Far Side of
Crazy." This single takes on insanity
defense and does not leave a savory taste.
Buy this for"Mone and "Big-City."
BANGLES:' "Different
CBS Records.

Light"

SIMPLE MINDS: "Once Upon A
Time." A&M Records.

Ah well, things have never been the
same since they dropped their original
name of the Bangs. This album moves
even closer to the space left by the Go-

If the listener can forgive "Alive and
Kicking" for being the "Don't You
Forget About Me" clone that it is, the
discovery will be made that the rest of
the album stands well with earlier efforts
like "New Gold Dreams." "Sanctify
Yourself' builds with vigor, "Ghost
Dancing" pounds and philosophizes.

New deluxe 3 bedroom apartments, 5 minutes from UMO. Call
for appointment now. 945-0980
days, 827-5377 evenings.

HUSKER DU: "Flip Your Wig." SST
Records.
In answer to some horrible bootlegs
that have hit the market, the Dus have
pressed their most adventuresome disc

Orono - UMO Area
GRACE JONES: "Slave To The
Rhythym," Island Records.
Not many artists could pull-off this
feat: eight different versions of the same
song. Even Jones barely justifies this excess. But with engaging snippets of interviews, monologues and a vast array of
arranging techniques, the listener
becomes more intimate and thus more
entranced by the phenomena of Grace.

Their version of "Dear Prudence" was
acclaimed as a high watermark for the
group. But "Cities In Dust" glistens and
cuts with matchless guitars, a killer hook
and Siouxsie's knowing, searing vocals.
The edit version could rank in the AOR
100. But the 6-minute-48-second version
is pure college radio orgasm.

GET THE EDGE
Air Force ROTC can help
you stand out from the crowd.
Our training program gives
men and women an equal
opportunity for success. You
can have a responsible position right away. Why settle for
anything less?

Call Captain Suarez
581-1381

ROTC
GaterfRy 01 greal way Of

II

NOW OPEN 7 nights
Setjiat 1
)41.6VIRE!
Dates of photo

AAn
A Mexican

Restaurant

Watering Hole
Come enjoy our 16oz Margaritas."
Dinner served Sun.-Thurs. 4-10 pm Fri.& Sat.441 pm
HAPPY HOUR Nachos in Lounge MM.-Fri.,4-TIM'A
TAKE OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE
15 Mill St.,Orono,Maine

888-4863

Sign up
outside of
—Senior Skulls Room
3rd floor, Memorial

Feb. 3rd thru 7th fi
Feb. 10th thru 14th
Feb. 14th thru 21st
HOURS 8 a..m to 5 p.m.
OLD TOWN ROOM

4
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—Friday, January 24
Maine Bound: Ice Climbing
Jan 24-26, admission.
Course,
1

Public employee development
program seminar. "Leading and
Working
with
People."
Hilltop.

-Maine Spectrum" a monthly
30 minute televisidn magazine
about the UMO. WLBZ-TV,
channel 2.

President's open office hour,
Alumni Hall.
Moslem Friday Prayer,
Drummond chapel, Memorial
Union, noon.

The Mendelssohn String
Quartet will present Ives'
Quartet No. 1, Haydn's Quartet
in F major, Opus 77, No. 2 and
Schubert's Quartet in G major,
Opus 161 8 p.m. in Hauck
Auditorium, sponsored by Arts
Alive! ticket information,
581-1755

Distinguished Lecture Series,
Dr. Norman Bikales, National
Science
Foundation,
Washington, D.C.: "New Directions in Polymer Research."
2:10 p.m. 100 Jenness Hall.

The Fo'c'sle, Dan RogersX
classical piano, Lown Rooms
7.30 p.m no admission-charge.

The department of Plant and
Soil Sciences will hold a retire111CIlt reception for Franklin P.-•
Eggert Peabody Lounge,
University Club, Memorial
Uninon, 3:00-4:30 p.m. Public
invited.

I )-M(

John Bruwand andKaiheryn Ann Foley will perform Friday See
listingsfor details.

tir15 Alive!

Catholic liturgy. The Newman
Center 4:30 p.m.

presents

00604
040000

Cr/rendelssolvi
0,3tring
'1/-1r/pt

Music Department: Dr. John
Brawand violin, Stewart Marrs
percussion and Katheryn Ann
Foley piano, Lord Hall, 8 p.m.
Public $3.50/Sr. Citizens and
Students $1.50.

Sugar
for di

(see Communique page 13)

Men's
hceint
_
Me

NewetLMarket

Menu

SEA
Musk
101 ts
Admi.

Main Street, Orono - 866-7710
Back to School Sale Specials
Busch

$4.99

12 oz. cans/12 pack

Friday, January 24,I
8:00 p.m.

plus tax & dep.

Schweppes Mixers

2/99'

32 or.

100010

The F
folk n
guitar
Night'
7:30 p

plus tax & dep.

All Pepsi products except Pepsi and Diet Pepsi
6 pk/12 oz. cans
$1.09

Mu
Marri
forme
Haucl

plus tax & dep.

Red Dot Specials
Wines (1.75 liters)
Cella
Junot
Andres
Riunite

$1.00 to $2.00
off each bottle

Boones Farm Wines - $1.49
[Z.

Apts. For Rent!
•

Selections by lees,
Haydn and Schubert

Walking distance to U.M.O.

"One of the very best"
N.Y Times

Hauck A uditorium

University of Maine at Orono

Tickets: 581-1755
S9.00 with discountsfor students and Senior Citizens

Stude n t Rush Tickets (,2 price /
1
2 hour before performance)
Ai It Event: February 4 —The National Theatre of the Deaf

CALL TODAY

866-2516

r
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Africa

(continued from page 10)

Africa who are even further over the
edge. Botha is a very emotional and
unstable man. I've met him. The last
time I was in the same room with him,
he was screaming at me that he was going to get me.
It's quite a long story: South Africa
has laws to limit and forbid newspapers
from printing certain things. There are
300 regulations, but they come under 26
stat utes.
Some of these are unbelievable to an
American: You may not publish
anything about the military without permission of the military. That's what got
me into trouble. Our army had invaded
Angola. And a whole lot of South
African parents — my readers —
thought their sons were in a training
camp. Their sons were fighting in a

foreign country and we weren't allowed
to publish it.
So I wrote in the form of an
allegorical article, which pretended to be
a humorout satire. But the article got the
message across that our soldiers were
fighting in Angola.
It appeared in the Daily Dispatch and
also in my syndicated column that went
nationwide until then. The column came
to a sudden halt.
About two weeks later some editors,
including me, got an invitation from
Botha. He wasn't the president yet. He
was the head of the military defense in
1975.
Anyway, Botha has a very short fuse,
temper-wise. I thought that if he saw me,
he would leave a whole in the roof.
He was greeting all of the editors at

13) -

Squaw Ski Trip, leaving from
UMO, call 581-1794.
Newman Center: Catholic
Liturgies, Newman Center 9:30
a.m. and 614-p.m,
MCA: Protcstant Worship,
Lown Room 11 a.m.

SEA Movie: "The Three
Musketeers," circa 1948:-. At
101 Neville, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Admission.

1

•

Theatre/ Dance:
Pavilion
Season '80, Pavilion theatre, 2
p.m. and 8 p.m. $3.00.

**

Sunday Fliks, "The Taming of
the Shrew," Neville Hall, 2
p.m.

5 p.m. tonight
The Wilson Protestant Center, the "A" frame at 67 College Ave.
Pizza and...
If
think religion is a pious affair, being with us will knock )our socks off.
The Maine Christian Association - Tom Chittick, Chaplain
• •

•

•

• •

• •

• •

•

• •
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ROCKY IV

12:50

•

101 DALMATIONS (G) 12:30
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•

MATINEES SAT
SUNS HOLIDAYS

CINEMAS 1-4

BREWER SHOPPING CENTER

ROUTE IA

989-)313

YOUNG SHERIDCK HOLMES
610

PG713

9:00
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•

6:40

NATTY

GANN

BACK TO THE FUTURE

8:45

PG

ELLSWORTH
CINEMA 1&2
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THE JOURNEY OF
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8:50

•
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•

940

RUNAWAY TRAIN (RI '.20. 9.45 ONLY
9 20

6:30

•

46 Main St.
Orono, Maine 04473
866-4735
We Deliver!
•

9:15

Spies-like Us9G)---12 50
"10

9:00

WHITE NIGHTS
PG

PG-IS

Dozen $6.00

•

6:00

BREWER

Single Carnations .50.

IP

9:50

•

•

• •

7:30

OUT OF AFRICA

PG

9:50

100

PG

Special: Red, White, and Blue...

•••

1:10

IRON EAGLE

PG-13

EVERY
DAY!

JEWEL OF THE NILE
PG
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TEL 9.32-1303
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I NI \II SIINI
12:40
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SUPERBOWL SPECIAL!
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CINEMAS 1-8
f% AVENU

1-95(EXIT 439)5TILLWA
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_WHERE THE MOVIES ARE

.....

BANGOR MALL
•

.0-* ./
0
- 1440, '1:

•

Shuttle Bus to Bangor Mall Cinemas...
..departs Hauck Auditorium Circle 6:00 p.m. & 6:45 p.m.* *
returns 8:55 p.m. & 9:40 p.m.
Roundtrip Ticket only $1.50
for more info, call 942-1409

STUDENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSH
IP

•

•

SINGERS

call 581-1240.

•
•

Woods: Not on that occasion. But I have

For further
information

•
•

Q: Did they physically restrain him?

Preventive Medicine: Free
screening in Dunn Hall,6 until
8 p.m.

Music Department: "The
Marriage of Figaro," performed by opera workshop.
Hauck at 8 p.m. Admission.

•
•

Woods: I don't know the dosage. But it
must've been pretty heavy because he
bloody-near fell asleep at a press gallery.

Newman Center: Catholic
Liturgy, Neville Hall 11:15 a.m.

The Fo'c'sle, Derek -Ararnburu,
folk music and easy listening,
guitar and vocals, A "Variety
Night" winner. Lown Rooms
7:30 p.m., no admission.

+

Q: Does the medication come in 5 mg,
10 mg, or in 15 mg?

The University of Maine Oratorio
Society Choir will perform the Durufle Requiem and the Vaughan Williams
Toward the Unknown Region.
Rehearsals are on Thursdays at 7:00
p.m., Room 217, in Lord Hall.

—Sunday, January 26

Sugarloaf ski-trip. Call 581-1794
for details.,
_
' Men's S,Wimming vs. Lowell.
Memoiial Gym 2 p.m.
- - - Men's Basketball vs. Niagra.
Memorial Gym I p m

twice seen him physically restrained by
the other board members because he
flies off the handle.
So now he's very heavily sedated.
When he does things like TV interviews,
he takes Valium tablets.

FOR

*Communique
—Saturday, January 25

the door. There were about 27 of us. I
sneaked past him into the room and sat
at the end of a long table. He then walked purposely toward me and, "Welkom
Meneen Woods, in Kaapstad!"
(Afrikaner for "Welcome, mister.")
So I thought he hadn't read the article. But he had. What happened was his
cabinet colleagues, because he's got such
a temper, talked him into taking a lot of
Valium tablets. He was very heavily
sedated. But it didn't last long because
near the end of the meeting, someone
said something that annoyed him. And
he suddenly pointed his finger at me and
said, "Ya! Now that you've mentioned
subversion, there's someone here that's
plotting to encourage the Marxist terrorists by poking fun at our army!"
It was a hell of a scene. He screamed,
"I'll get you! I'll get you!"

51
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MAINE COAST MALL

ROUTE TA

TEL 667-3251

YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES

6:
...............

9:50
Kist3.................
.

13

MATINEES SAT
.SUN HOLIDAYS

ENEMY MINE (PG-I3) '•00. 9:15 ONLY
lOt DALMATIONS Sat & Sun ONLY
12:45
..............•.• •.•.•.....•••.

Now Shuttle Bus From UMO lb Bangor Mall Cinemas

.
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Hockey East update

by
Stafl

UMO hockey team could reach playoffs

by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer

The University of Maine hockey team
enters the crux of its Hockey East
schedule right where Black Bear coach
Shawn Walsh hoped: within striking
distance of the third and final HE
homeplayoff berth.
The Black Bears are currently in a
fifth-place tie with the University of
Lowell. Each team has nine points, but
Maine boasts a slight edge with two
games in hand. Maine is 4-17-1 while
Lowell is 4-19-1.
Since the HE regular-season championgets a first-round bye in the tourney
— the spot is currptly being sought by
Northeastern University (15-8-1), Boston
University (14-8-2) and Boston College
(14-8-1) — the team in the Black Bears'
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sights is fourth-place Providence Colfinished its Western Collegiate Hockey
beat. I wouldn't want to play them in the
lege. The Friars, at 9-14-1 for 19 points,
Association play, travels to Lowell for a
playoffs."
currently hold the final home-ice spot.
pair of games this weekend. The Black
Two areas that have improved Umile's
The University of New Hampshire at
Bears play at UNH Monday night and
outlo
ok is an improving All-Ameritan
2-21-0 rounds out the Seven-team league.
skate a Feb. 1 home contest against
goalie Chris Terreri and a better"We're in the picture right now," Lowel
l. After a non-conference game
balanced scoring attack.
Walsh said before Maine's 6-4 win over
against Merrimack College, Maine plays
Terreri, who is quickly returning from
Bowdoin Tuesday night. "The team we're
at Providence.
an early season injury, is 4-8-0 with a
looking to catch is Providence.
3.99 goals against average. The senior
Despite the schedule, Providence assis"Providence has cooled off a lot, losalso
has a .895 save percentage.
tant
coach Rich Umile felt the Friars
ing last weekend to Minnesota-Duluth
In the early going, wing Gord
were playing better of late and ready to
6-2, 6-0. We've got two games in hand
Cruickshank provided the offense for
weather the final weeks of action.
on them and their schedule is tough."
the
Friars. And though the sophomore
The Friars' schedule reveals a pair of
"We're not going to worry about - still leads the.team with
brutal two-game series at the University
24 goals and 12
where we finish in Hockey F2st," as,sists, ‘tthe-seeringT
of Ivittiffesota and the University of
il-ntr
eacting our
Umile said Wednesday in a telephone itt-- better over the entire
North Dakota the next two weekends.
offense, Umile
terview." We are just going to worry claim
ed. •
Five clan ,later Providence has a home
about each game: one at a time__ .
Another help to the Friars' cause has
contest against NU. The Friars play host
"I think anybody in the league can
been sophomore goalie Ed Walsh. Welsh
to Maine three days lafttr.
beat somebody else. Even if you take a
has a 4-5-1 record with a 4.21 GAA and
In that same span, Maine, which has
team like UNH lightly, you could get .869 PCT.

The Sandwich Stop
Old Town's newest sandwich shop
Home of the N.Y.0 "Italian'! Sandwich

167 Center St.
directly across from Post Office
Open 10 to 10 - 827-4434
*- This ad good for one dollar off large*
sandwich of your choice!

Women's hoop on the rise,
-plays declining Cheyney
flbuiigiiy

Ul

to a_ tune_of 15-0 overall anr74-in the

-Staff Writer .
Sunday's 2 p.m. women's basketball
game at the Pit will feature two
programs going in opposite directions.
The University of Maine, on one
hand, is on the rise. The Black Bears
no
longer have a schedule, as in years past,
which pits them against Division II
and
111 teams. They are now playing a
solid
Division I schedule and are winning
—

se

Seaboard Conference.
Cheyney University, on the other
hand, has fallen upon hard times. In two
years, they have gone from the top of the
mountain to the bottom of the sea.
Two seasons ago, in the 1983-84
season, Cheyney University played in the
_NCAA Final Four, losing to the University of Tennessee in the semifinals. In
1981-82, the team lost in the NCAA
(see Cheyney page 15)
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MOVIE WORLD
Wolff System Tanning Bed - Special
53.00 per visit Mon. - Fri. 12-3 p.m.

PETITIONS
for those interested
in running for

Student Government
President
and
Vice-President

the I
well

New Movies For Rental
* MASK

Wolff System Tanning Bed
First Visit FREE (Limit 15 min.)
*GREMLINS
5 visits $18.50
* RAMBO: First Blood
10 visits $34.00
Part II
Coming Soon

A Family Video Gallery
University Mall

oe sear

strot
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wres

Stillwater Ave.
827-8258

Bank.

are now available in the
Student Government Office
in the Memorial Union
Petitions are due by
Thursday, February 6th at 4:00 p.m.
in the Student Government Office
•

Elections for these offices will be
held on Thursday, February 13th.

The UMO Student Credit Union
Needs Volunteer Tellers!
We need volunteers, for just two to four hour
s per
week, who are interested in gaining valu
able career
experience in the fields of Banking, Fina
nce, and
Management.
To find out more about these oppo

rtunities, stop
in- and see us on the second floor of
the Memorial
Union or call us at 581-1770.
Open 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
•

•
•

-

-
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Men's hoop to platy Niagara,
will try to continue success
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
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The University of Maine men's basketball team will try to continue their new.found success Saturday as they take on
Niagara University at 3 p.m. in the Pit.
The Black Bears have won their last
two games, including a 63-60 triumph
over Dartmouth College Tuesday, to improve their overall season record to 3-11.
Maine is 2-6 against ECAC North Atlantic Conference competition.
The Purple Eagles are 7-7 overall and
2-5 versus the NAC going into Thursday's contest against the University of
New Hampshire. Their last action was
a 68-58 loss to the University of Hartford Monday.
Maine might be looking for a bit of
revenge. The Briar-gears dropped a pair
of games to the Purple Eagles last
season, including a tough 97-96 decision
at UMO.
Niagara's fortunes revolve around
center Joe Arlauckas who was a second
team All-Conference player for the Purple Eagles last season. Maine guard Jim
BirSylert is---ail too aware of what
Arlauckas means to the Niagara team.

"Their whole offense is centered
around Arlauckas," Boylen said.
"They try to get the ball inside and have
him do the scoring."
The Purple Eagles ploy appears to be
working well. Arlauckas entered Thursday's game leading Niagara with a 17.2
scoring average, which is just a shade
under last season's 17.4 average.
Arlauckas also leads the Purple Eagles
in rebounds, with 9.1 per contest, blocked shots with 22, and minutes played.
Assisting Arlauckas with the frontcourt duties is senior forward Joe Alexander who is second on the Niagara
squad with a 12.7 scoring average.
Yet the Purple Eagles are not merely
the one-dimensional team that
Arlauckas' and Alexander's statistics
might suggest.
"They like the fast break. They like to
run," Boylen said. "They like to crash
the defensive boards, get the rebound
and run."
Heading up the Purple Eagles running game are guards Juan Neal and Gary
Bossert, each of whom are averaging approximately seven points per outing.
"(Niagra) is very quick and very
talented," Boylen said.

•
Cheyney
championship game to Louisiana
Tech University.
This season, Cheyney is 4-12 overall
and has only one win against a Division I team — Brown University. The
other three wins have come against
non-Division I teams in the Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference, of
which Cheyney is the only Division I
team.
Cheyney has been getting blown
out by national powers Duke Universiq, Wake Forest University,
Villanova University, Northeast Louisiana and others.
In addition to its rigorous schedule,
another main reason for Cheyney's
demise was a coaching change and
the subsequent recruiting problems.
Former coach Windy McGriff was
cited by the NCAA for recruiting
violations and placed on probation.

The UMO wresting team's record
dropped to 5-7 this weekend after a
tough loss to the top-ranked Western
New England College.
Maine had to forfeit two weight
classes due to injuries and a lack of
depth on the team. This put the team at
a 12-0 deficit before the match even
started. It proved to be too much for the
Black Bears as they fell 25-22.
Coach Scott Carzel said that despite
the loss, he feels the team is wrestling
well overall.
"Each week the team is wrestling
stronger," said Carzel, "but the injuries have really hurt us."
The Black Bears have been plagued
with injuries and a lack of depth this
season. The team has lost four star
wrestlers, including captain Pat Kelly.

Three of the four Maine injuries are
in the middleweights: Terry Palestone,
134 pounds; Ralph McArthur, 142
pounds, who is expected to be back in
two weeks; and Kelly, who is out
indefinitely.
The most crucial injury is in the
190-weight class. Jim Olmstead used to
own the position until he hurt his ribs
in a match against Boston University.
The team does not have anybody to
replace him at this weight.
"It's too bad that all the guys left who
came out originally. Freshman come out
and think they'll be starting varsity, it
just doesn't work that way in all
cases," said Carzel. "We're always
looking for kids to come out, especial'
in the 190-pound area."
This year's team is very young and inexperienced, he said, but the light
weights are improving.

Technical association of the Pulp and Paper Industry

TAPPI
UMO Student Chapter
Nomination of Officers
Tuesday, January 28
6:00 p.m. 100 Jenness
Elections
Wednesday, February 4
7:00 p.m. 100 Jenness

New-Members
Welcome!!!

His departure to the University of
Iowa last spring caused a coaching
vacancy and first-year coach Robert
Marshall was hired late in the year,
hindering his recruiting efforts.
But for Cheyney, 14-14 last year,
some players are still around from the
Final Four team of two years ago.
One of those players is 6-foot-4 senior
center Debbie Thomas.
Thomas leads Cheyney in rebounding, averaging 12.7 a game, and is
scoring 14.9 points per game. The
senior also hold's the school's all-time
single-game rebounding record of 27.
Leading Cheyney's scoring attack is
5-foot-7 sophomore guard Lisa
Postell, who is netting 20.1 ppg. Third
on the team in scoring behind Poste!!
And Thomas is 5-foot-9 foward Roxanne Asbury at 14.1 ppg.

111IP

BAHAMAS • FLORIDA • BERMUDA
MEXICO
Head South to sun, fun, palm trees, and
tropical drinks! Spring Break trips from
S369.00 for 8 days & 7 nights, round trip
transportation, discount books and more!

UMO wrestling team hurt by
ng inrjury_ list
by Mike Collins
Staff Writer

(continued from page 14)

BOOK NOW! LIMITED SPACE AVAILABLE!
Contact: Alan Edgerton, 53 York Village
581-4672

/1986 Northeast
2 on Stage Bridal Fashion
Shows FREE Honeymoon
Trip Drawing Courtesy of
Bar Harbor Airlines

.=4-4•

914;10.:3OA#1?1(
14" 4. 4"
Bangor Civic Center

,Sunday
January 26,1986
11 am to 5 -pm
On Stage FaShion Shows
1 pm - 3 pm
NORTHEAST MAINE'S
MOST COMPLETE

FREE GIFTS
GREAT IDEAS HELPFUL HINTS
FASHIONS FOR THE ENTIRE
BRIDAL PARTY
RECEPTION FLORAL JEWELRY
PHOTOGRAPHY
ALL BROUGHT TO VOW BY
Bangor Travel Agency,
Bar Harbor Airlines
Bridal Boutique
Cakes By Jan
Cutler's Bridal, Bangor
Cutler's Bridal, Old Town
G.M. Pollack, Jewelers
Hampden Telephone
Express Tele-Communicalions

House of Brides
Grooms &

BRIDAL SHOW

FREE DRAWING
FOR ALL BRIDES

A FREE
HONEYMOON
TRIP
To be awarded Day of Show
Via Bar Harbor Airlines

Lady Slipper
Floral Design

Marcele's
The Wedding Shoppe

Marcele's
A Touch of Class

Monogram Shop
N P Phoru Studlo
Ramada Inn
Strictly Formal
Thomas Morelli
Photographer

Touch of Color

-
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS
PRESENTS'

Mozart's
_THE
MARRIAGE OF FIGARO
An Opera Theatre Production

Hockey to play Lowell,
Walsh looks for split
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
There are two possible results in the
University of Maine-University of
Lowell hockey series Friday and Saturday nights that would be favorable to the
respective coaching staffs.
For Lowell coach Bill Riley to be content, his 4-19-1 Chiefs would have to
sweep the pair of 7:30 p.m. contests at
Lowell's Joe Tully Foi,um and take sole
possession of fifth place in the Hockey
East standings. Each team currently has
nine points.
Maine coach Shawn Walsh isn't as
particular, as a split of the contests
would be enough to direct the 4-17-1
Black Bears in the right directio

Performances:

Saturday January 25, 8:00 pm,
Sunday January 26, 2:00 pm
Friday January 31,1:00 prru
Saturday February 1, 2:00 pm

"We need to go in and get a split:"
--1VaTSYS-aid:'We've got to look at each
game individually.

All-Performances in Hauck Auditorium
Reserved Seating: Call 581-1243 for more information

Tickets Are:

$4 Students and Senior Citizens
$6 General Public
First 600 Tickets Purchased To Figaro Includes
Admission To
THE 20TH-CENTURY MUSIC ENSEMBLE-q,)NCERT
Tuesday January 28, 8:00 pm
Hauck Auditodum

"The keyin
. Lowell is to play withpatience.-They'll have their moments and
we'll have ours."
In his 17th season at the Chiefs' helm,
Riley looks upon the series as a jump_ ing_ppjAtjim4anie...af the two squads.?
"The statistics speak for themselyes
Lowell' right
together," Riley said. "This weekend is
one of the biggest series this season.

wifir Maine and

"We want to win both games, we don't
want to settle for a split. The team that
wins this series will have a better chance
to catch Providence."
Providence is in fourth _place in HE
and represents the final home-ice playbff

spot in postseason play. The Friars are
9-14-1 for 19 points.
Last year Maine upset Lowell at Joe
Tully Forum, 5-4. The Chiefs returned
the favor with a sweep of the Black Bears
at Alfond Arena. Lowell took the games
4-3, 3-2. The Chiefs lead the series between the squads 7-2.

tip

vol.

Lowell will be attempting to pull its
forces together for one of the first times
this season, according to Riley. Usually
one facet of their game has worked at
the expense of another.
"The first half of the season we were
strong defensively, but couldn't score. In
the second half we've been scoring a littk more frequently, but still not consistently."
Sophomore center Jon Morris leads
the alit s_ in scoring with 17 goals, 21
assists for 38 points. Sophomore-wing
Tony LoPilato (13-13-26) and sophomore
center Bill Dohaney will also contribute
to Lowell's effort.
The Chiefs however, will be without
the services of their No. 3 scorer Jim
Newhouse (13-8-21). The sophomore left
wing was tagged with a two-game
suspension after a fight in Lowell's 9-6
_ Tuesday loss to 110ston
Riley has -beeit—pleased—witfl—trisgoaltending of late. Senior Dana Demote
has a 4.50 goals against average and a
.865 save percentage.
Lowell's weakness this season-is their
power-play killing. The Chiefs have
allowed 34 power-play goals in 126 attempts for 34.4 percent.
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Student Government News is
Always Bad News.....

Up and Coming
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General

Free Skating Rink-From the organization that is
0 interested in more than just skating competition.
Maine Day - A party for everyone

Laying Down the Law
The 1st GSS meeting of the spring semester will be
held January 22 in room 100 Nutting Hall. Please
come and participate. If you wish to to debate on an
issue ask any senator to yield the floor to you and
your voice will be heard PLEASE ACT!

In the next few weeks you will see fellow students
campaigning for the infamous position of Student
Government President and Vice President. It is at this 0
time that you as a student are most able to affect
your government. Get involved, vote, support the
candidate_of your choice and if-you don't like the
choice of candidates, run yourself!
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Thought for the day
If your child did something you didn't like,
would
you
A) send it back
B) slap its hand
C) write a letter of complaint to its father
D)'show the child the proper way through your
own
actions
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THINK ABOUT IT AND GET INVOLVEDM!!!!
VIP
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